1. We will call a complex-valued function on the half-line t>0 locally integrable if it is integrable on each interval [O, T], T>0. Let £ be the ring of locally integrable functions (functions which are equal up to a set of measure zero will be identified with each other) with the usual pointwise addition, and with convolution for the product operation. Thus kx = r if and only if fôk (t -u) 1 have shown that if k and r are in £ and if k vanishes on no neighborhood of the origin (i.e. ||&||r>0 for each T>0) there is always an approximate solution to the equation 1 The author thanks the referee for calling this article to his attention.
We will call a complex-valued function on the half-line t>0 locally integrable if it is integrable on each interval [O, T], T>0.
Let £ be the ring of locally integrable functions (functions which are equal up to a set of measure zero will be identified with each other) with the usual pointwise addition, and with convolution for the product operation. Thus kx = r if and only if fôk(t -u)x(u)du = r(t) for almost every />0. Give £ the topology defined by the seminorms 3. Henceforth we shall consider k to be real and to vanish on no neighborhood of the origin. 2 In order to construct approximate solutions we consider K and S as operators on the Hilbert space L 2 
[0, T]. The operator KS is self-adjoint since (KS)*=:S*K* = S(SKS)
=KS. Moreover, if B is any bounded set in L 2 [0> T] the set {kx\x in B} is bounded and is equicontinuous in norm ; thus, it has compact closure. It follows that K is completely continuous, and consequently KS is a completely continuous self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space 
